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ABOUT CATALYST
History has demonstrated that art and cultural institutions have the power to drive transformative change and 
elevate communities.  

Known as a convener and a catalytic disruptor, Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art is launching Catalyst, 
a new initiative focused on systematic change within the museum field. 

Catalyst will explore new ways to reimagine the manner in which legacy systems have constrained innovation 
within the field of arts and culture. In collaboration with thought leaders across sectors (non-profit and for-
profit), Catalyst will study, design, and pilot models of disruption and systems to spark transformational change. 

This role is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for a fearless, proven innovator to challenge the reach and 
boundaries of traditional structures in a collaborative environment, building a platform that will advance the 
field, find creative, clever solutions, and generate alternative thinking. Catalyst will create opportunities for 
dynamic and collaborative interfaces, spaces, and interactions amongst multi-scaled institutions. Examining 
existing high-quality, high-impact models of innovation from all sectors, Catalyst will leverage these concepts 
and methodologies to better the museum field in service of a range of missions, focuses, and scopes.  

The Founding Leader will leverage two unique sites, one located in a burgeoning community and the other in an 
established, large-scale city, to create experiences that inspire alternative thinking and inspiration. The spaces 
created by this role will invite leaders to broaden horizons for themselves, their institutions, and their 
communities to view pressing issues and concepts differently.  

In partnership with a consortium 
of renowned institutions of higher 
education and other cross-sector 
leaders, Catalyst has the potential 
to design spaces and 
programming that will significantly 
impact arts and culture. 

The role provides an opportunity 
for this leader to develop a 
relationship with and work in 
close partnership with a 
significant, passionate collector 
and entrepreneur who has 
prompted this level of thinking 
and who brings a joyful mindset 
and approach to exploration and 
disruption.  
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ABOUT CRYSTAL BRIDGES MUSEUM 
OF AMERICAN ART
This new, dynamic initiative will be professionally aligned with and facilitated by Crystal Bridges Museum of 
American Art.  

Founded by philanthropist and arts patron Alice Walton, the mission of Crystal Bridges is to welcome all to 
celebrate the American spirit in a setting that unites the power of art with the beauty of nature. Crystal Bridges is 
focused on increasing access to art through the expansion of its digital and physical footprint, the power of art to 
build community, and the creation of environments where transformative moments are possible. Housing a 
world-class collection, Crystal Bridges is nestled on 120 acres of Ozark landscape in Bentonville, Arkansas and 
was designed by architect Moshe Safdie. The Museum offers public programs including lectures, performances, 
classes, and teacher development opportunities. 

For more information on Crystal Bridges, 
please visit www.crystalbridges.org. 
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THE OPPORTUNITY

With a foundation of tangible assets and significant convening power supported 
by the synergetic curiosity of a world-class institution, the Founding Leader of 
Catalyst will work with motivated advisors to develop a purpose, vision, and 
strategic goals of national significance. Moving concept to practical 
implementation is critical to success.  

This inaugural leader will study and design unique models of innovation and 
systems change within the museum field, with a wide degree of freedom to 
pursue untested ideas and to draw from the tools of other disciplines and 
sectors. The Founding Leader will shape ideation and design the framework for 
initiatives and systems to push rapid disruption.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE FOUNDING LEADER INCLUDE:   
• Create models that support and advance:

₀ a more responsive field that is able to anticipate and adapt to new circumstances and 
opportunities; 

₀ rapid innovation and new ways of thinking within the industry; 

₀ systemic change by challenging traditional structures and accountability; 

» the development of alternative business models, sources of revenue, market
responsiveness, consortiums, and partnerships;

₀ transformational experiences for artists, practitioners, leaders, and influencers; and 

₀ a commitment to quantifiable impact. 

• Design an operational plan for an identified physical location that will serve as a retreat for convening.

• Determine how the location’s assets combined with those of select partner institutions can activate a
laboratory that uses art as a catalyst for advancing creative solutions and generating alternative thinking.

• Utilize dynamic cultivation skills to energize and gain adoption of ideas across the field including with
administrations, boards, and donors.

• Create qualitative and quantitative measurements to demonstrate progress.

• Ensure cohesive coordination/collaboration and effective communication with stakeholders.

This will be an initial three-year appointment, with opportunity to scale to a long-term position. Given the 
strong connection with Crystal Bridges, the Founding Leader of Catalyst will be primarily based in Bentonville. 

THE OPPORTUNITY
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CANDIDATE PROFILE
The Founding Leader is a dynamic disruptor with the vision, leadership acumen, and tenacity 
to construct Catalyst’s mission and strategy, build momentum on a national scale, and position Catalyst 
as an innovative leader for decades to come. 

The ideal candidate will have the following professional and personal qualities, skills, and characteristics: 

An Innovative & Visionary Disrupter 
A transformational thinker and change agent, this individual is energized by new ideas and pathways 
for impact with an understanding of how art can be a facilitator of change and disruption. A strategic 
leader, adviser, and catalyst for institutional and cultural change across organizations, this individual must 
possess an equity mindset, be adept at fostering dialogue with multiple constituencies and building 
coalitions, and have a history of achieving results through influence and collaboration. With a 
demonstrated record of introducing and testing new programs and initiatives, this leader is committed to 
spurring systemic change by challenging traditional structures and accountability.  

A Builder & Entrepreneur 
This leader is an independently driven and entrepreneurial thinker with a successful track record of 
translating mission and vision into strategy, systems, and impact. They must have a bias for action, ability 
to manage competing priorities and timelines, and an appreciation for and understanding of Catalyst’s 
multi-faceted constituents. Within a complex environment, this executive will have their finger on the 
pulse of artistic and cultural innovation, possessing a solid understanding of what it means to scale 
initiatives of significance and bring ideas to life. This leader will be comfortable building consensus and 
working in ambiguity, with experience creating qualitative and quantitative measurements to 
demonstrate progress. 
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…………….. 

People of color, individuals living with disabilities, women, and LGBTQ+ leaders are strongly encouraged to express interest 
in this leadership opportunity.

CANDIDATE PROFILE
Leading Through Influence 
This leader will be a persuasive and authentic communicator, skilled at creating a powerful sense of shared purpose 
and engagement in Catalyst and the future of the museum field. A skilled facilitator and convener, 
they demonstrate a high level of emotional intelligence with a track record of quickly establishing credibility and 
trust with new and existing constituents. They will have the character and confidence to work comfortably and 
interact effectively with a broad range of executive-level partners to generate support and inspire action. This 
leader will ensure that all constituents are informed, engaged, included, and understand their role in the vision 
of Catalyst. They will be courageous and skilled at encouraging others to make bold decisions that will benefit 
the field and community.  

A Passion for the Mission 
Above all, this leader will embody and be energized by Catalyst’s mission, creating unique opportunities to 
promote the vison and purpose of Catalyst. A keen advocate for promoting access within the industry, 
this leader is fueled by a commitment to deepening the relevance and value that the arts bring to all people. 
Well-versed in diversity, equity, access, and inclusion (DEAI) strategies in the field, they will have a strong track 
record of engaging a wide range of constituents in achieving results. This leader will demonstrate 
unquestionable integrity, ethics, and values; they are authentic and can be trusted without reservation.  
This leader will be aligned with the Crystal Bridges mission and culture, working with a prominent donor 
and the Executive Director and Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer to create a joyous process and bold, 
impactful action.
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CONTACT

Koya Partners, the executive search firm that specializes in mission-driven 
search, has been exclusively retained for this engagement. Corina Benitz, 
Steve Edwards, Alison Ranney, and Gina Wrolstad are leading this unique 
search.   

To make recommendations or to express interest in this role, please email 
catalyst@koyapartners.com. All nominations, inquiries, and discussions will 
be considered strictly confidential.  

Koya Partners is committed to providing an accessible search process for all, 
including individuals living with disabilities. If you need assistance expressing 
interest online or any aspect of the recruitment process, please email 
catalyst@koyapartners.com. 

About Koya Partners

Koya Partners, a part of Diversified Search Group, is a leading executive search and strategic advising firm dedicated 
to connecting exceptionally talented people with mission-driven clients. Our founding philosophy—The Right Person 
in the Right Place Can Change the World—guides our work as we partner with nonprofits & NGOs, institutions of 
higher education, responsible businesses, and social enterprises in local communities and around the world. 

For more information Koya Partners, visit www.koyapartners.com.
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